ANTITRUST

Summary of Commission Decision of 15 November 2011 relating to a proceeding under Article 102 of the TFEU and Article 54 of the EEA Agreement (Case COMP/39.592 - Standard & Poor's)
- Opinion of the Advisory Committee on restrictive agreements and dominant position
- Final Report of the Hearing Officer

Commission clears acquisition of joint control of Tokyo Gas over T-Power
Midday Express 06.02.2012

EU mergers and takeovers (Feb 3)
EU Briefing 03-06.02.2012 (Reuters-FT)

Vodafone set to abandon Greek merger plans
EU Briefing 03-06.02.2012 (Reuters-FT)

Germany - Case summary B6 - 75/10 - Acquisition of See Tickets Germany / Ticket Online Group by CTS Eventim not subject to merger control

OFT - Completed acquisition by Shell UK Limited of 253 petrol stations from Rontec Investments LLP (03.02.2012)

OFT considers remedies in petrol forecourt merger (03.02.2012)

STATE AID

Authorisation for State aid pursuant to Articles 107 and 108 of the TFEU - Cases where the Commission raises no objections


State aid - Austria - State aid SA.32554 (09/C) & SA.32172 (11/NN) - Hypo Group Alpe Adria - Invitation to submit comments pursuant to Article 108(2) TFEU

State Aid - Weekly E-news - No. 5/12, 03 February 2012

Overview of pending decisions and ongoing in-depth investigations in the context of the financial crisis (Memo/12/65)

Commission approves extension of bank support schemes in Greece
Midday Express 06.02.2012

TRADE & CUSTOMS

Agenda for: 78th meeting of the Customs Code Committee – Tariff and Statistical Nomenclature Section (Mechanical/ Miscellaneous Sector) on 16 & 17 February 2012

WTO - Canada - Measures Relating to the Feed-in Tariff Program - Constitution of the Panel established at the request of the EU - Note by the Secretariat – Revision

EU says China may become its biggest market in 2012
EU Briefing 03-06.02.2012 (AFP)

WTO ruling on China not justifiable
EU Briefing 03-06.02.2012 (chinadaily.com)
**INTERNAL MARKET & GENERAL**

**Main Topics** for the Coming Fortnight - 23 January - 5 February 2012

**FINANCIAL SERVICES & TAXATION**

Tax Coordination: TPG discusses FATCA, VAT and national tax reforms  
*Midday Express 06.02.2012*

Europe’s banks face challenge on capital  
*Financial Times 06.02.2012 p.1*

**ENERGY**

EU Energy Roadmap 2050 - a BusinessEurope position paper

EU installed 9616 Megawatts of wind power in 2011, Lobby says (See EWEA Statement and Statistics 2011)  
*EU Briefing 03-06.02.2012 (Bloomberg)*

Europe sees surge in clean power  
*Financial Times 06.02.2012 p.3*

**ENVIRONMENT**

Nuclear Waste: European citizens have a say on final disposal of nuclear waste  
(See more information)  
*Midday Express 06.02.2012*

Agenda for meeting of 23 February 2012 of the REACH Committee

ECHA publishes first list of 2013 REACH phase-in substances

ECHA reopens consultation on testing proposal for 2,5-furandione

**HEALTH & CONSUMER PROTECTION**

EU can wait no longer for Collective Redress (Beuc Statement)

**EXT. RELATIONS & ACCESSION**

Catherine Ashton travels to Latin America *(IP/12/99)*

Commissioners Piebalgs and Potočnik participate in the EU civil society event ahead Rio+20  
*Midday Express 06.02.2012*

Iran softens line on cutting oil to Europe - Iran to cut oil exports to ‘hostile’  
*Financial Times 06.02.2012 p.2*

**TRANSPORT**

China bars airlines from EU tax plan  
*Financial Times 06.02.2012* (CNN)

**TELECOMS & MEDIAS**

Safer Internet Day 2012, linking up generations for a safer digital world  
*(Memo/12/67)*

**JUSTICE & HOME AFFAIRS**

Google refuses to halt privacy policy change  
*Financial Times 04-05.02.2012*

**EURO & ECONOMY**

Statement by the WB, EC and IMF on the Review of Romania’s Economic Program *(Memo/12/69)*

3rd quarter 2011 compared with 2nd quarter 2011 - Euro area government debt down to 87.4% of GDP - EU27 up to 82.2% *(Stat/12/20)*

ECB ‘saves’ banks as economies sink  
*Financial Times 06.02.2012*

ECB tonic buys time for Euro-zone  
*Financial Times 04-05.02.2012 p.12*

Greece’s leaders oppose new austerity measures  
*Financial Times 04-05.02.2012 p.3*